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pdf book, audiobook or epub case study 2: william h. gass’s willie masters’ lonesome ... - willie masters’
lonesome wife is an example of this ‘mixed, composite art’. the pages in the novel that use photography
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the ... - barth’s lost in the funhouse, william h. gass’s willie masters’ lonesome wife , robert coover’s
pricksongs and descants and ronald sukenick’s the death of the novel and other stories . frontiers of fiction:
the theory and practice of william h ... - from his proposed novel the clairvoyant, "the clairvoyant" and
willie masters' lonesome wife are less pieces of fiction than discourses on the process of creating
fiction—definition by exemplification. from metareference to storytelling: multimodality in ... - in william
h. gass’s willie masters’ lonesome wife, the first text to be discussed, multi- modality ties in with obsessive selfreflexivity, typical of high postmodernism, and mobilisation of the metaphoric potential of the printed codex as
object: the metaphoric equivalence between the barrie tullett caseroom press - the lincoln repository of leaves, the people of paper, willie masters’ lonesome wife or woman’s world that push the boundaries and
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koneazny, lance olsen, james in the meantime, examples of the same lily (a temporary ... - in the
meantime, examples of the same lily (a temporary androgyne for lynda benglis and richard tuttle) a thesis
submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements of the royal college of art for the worlds from words: a
theory of language in fiction (review) - worlds from words: a theory of language in fiction (review) mary
doyle springer the henry james review, volume 5, number 1, fall 1983, pp. 73-74 (review) 100 best last lines
from novels - american book review - willie masters’ lonesome wife (1968) 23. in your rocking-chair, by
your window dreaming, shall you long, alone. in your rocking-chair, by your window, shall you dream such
happiness as you may never feel. –theodore dreiser, sister carrie (1900) 24. go, my book, and help destroy the
world as it is. –russell banks, continental drift (1985) 25. it was the devious-cruising rachel, that in ... digital
supplementary material to be found on writers ... - 2 for a case study of william gass·s willie masters
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